Introduction

Obstructive sleep apnoea (OSA) characterized by repeated pharyngeal collapse during sleep leading to intermittent hypoxia (IH), sleep fragmentation and excessive daytime sleepiness represents an increasing public health burden. It is a common disorder affecting about 14% of men and 5% of women and its prevalence is rapidly rising due to the strong association of OSA with obesity with at least 60% of OSA subjects being obese (1,2). The major health burden in OSA patients is due to the significant association with cardiovascular and metabolic diseases, such as systemic arterial hypertension, coronary artery disease, heart failure, stroke or type 2 diabetes (T2D) leading to substantial morbidity and mortality and there is continuously growing evidence that this association is, at least in part, independent of the presence of obesity and other common co-morbidities (3-6). The identification of the mechanisms underlying cardiovascular disease (CVD) processes in OSA is of major importance and despite significant efforts being made, the process remains incompletely understood. Clinical studies using OSA populations have often been limited by inadequate control for frequent co-morbid conditions, in particular obesity, pre-existing cardiovascular disease or medications. Moreover, OSA is a complex and heterogeneous disease and differences in morphology and length of the nocturnal airflow cessations and associated oxygen desaturations, which are not captured by the apnoea/hypopnoea index (AHI) as the traditional OSA severity marker, and also differences in duration of the disease prior to diagnosis are major contributors for the large variability seen between studies results including differences in response to treatment with continuous positive airway pressure (CPAP). Much of our knowledge has been conducted by translational studies using cell culture and animal models. These models allow the usage of genetically homogenous populations and studying various components of the disease in isolation. Furthermore, they
enable precisely controlling the triggering events, both in severity and duration, and thus, have overcome some of the hurdles associated with clinical investigations.

OSA comprises various pathophysiological triggers for CVD, most relevantly IH, recurrent arousals or intrathoracic pressure swings which activate a broad spectrum of pathophysiological pathways including among others sympathetic activation, inflammation, oxidative stress and metabolic dysfunction which in concert lead to cardiometabolic perturbations and subsequent established CVD.

This review will critically discuss our current concept of the pathophysiology of CVD in OSA focusing on the main triggering factors and the intermediate mechanistic pathways. Furthermore, potential future directions for translational research on this subject are provided.

**Pathophysiological triggers for CVD in OSA**

**IH**

IH is a hallmark feature of OSA and substantial evidence points to a central role of this factor in the pathophysiology of cardiometabolic diseases. The typical pattern of IH in OSA with repetitive short cycles of desaturation followed by rapid reoxygenation (Figure 1) bears striking differences to chronic sustained hypoxia observed in other chronic respiratory or cardiac conditions and hence, not surprisingly, leads to considerably different pathophysiological responses. Notably, IH itself is considered as a “double-edged sword” and there is increasing evidence that short exposures to mild IH may lead to adaptive responses through preconditioning effects and hence, may be cardioprotective for patients with mild OSA (7,8). For the purpose of this review, however, the focus lies on the IH pattern typically seen in moderate to severe OSA with frequent short cycles of IH with deeper desaturations and prolonged exposure which leads to numerous deleterious responses. In support of a critical role of such IH in cardiometabolic processes, various clinical studies have identified the superiority of markers defining the severity of IH in the prediction of cardiovascular outcomes over the traditional AHI which predominantly reflects airflow limitations (9-11). However, the principal evidence of the effects of IH has been provided by experimental models using animals, cell cultures or healthy volunteers. Most of the understanding of IH-induced cardiovascular consequences has arisen from animal studies. The classical non-invasive rodent model of IH involves housing the animals in specific closed chambers where the animals alternately breathe nitrogen-enriched air to simulate hypoxia and air or oxygen for the reoxygenation phase. Since the first description in the early 1990s (12), this model has been widely used to study consequences of OSA. The IH protocol is usually administered for
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**Figure 1** Intermittent hypoxia in OSA. (A) Polysomnographic example of repetitive oxygen desaturation caused by obstructive apnoeas; (B) overnight oximetry in a patient with severe OSA. OSA, obstructive sleep apnoea.
8-12 hours during the light or sleeping phase of the rodents. However, rodents do not sleep continuously as humans do and hence, a significant proportion of the IH occurs while the animal is awake which represents an important limitation. Computer-controlled feedback systems have been developed to trigger the IH during sleep only (13,14), however given the labour- and cost-intensive nature of this approach, most models use IH unlinked to sleep. There is a considerable variation in the duration of the exposure ranging from a few hours to 12 weeks, the frequency of cycles and in the severity of desaturation. Consequently, studies have led to a discrepancy in their results, however, this variability in response to different protocols is in fact reflective of the heterogenous process of OSA and has provided important insight into the differences in outcomes with varying degrees of OSA. Cell culture models of IH have been developed to compliment animal studies and have allowed the investigations of detailed IH-induced cellular responses and signalling mechanisms in different cell lines. These models have continuously advanced over the last years, and we have recently reported a state-of-the-art system which allows the application of a control exposure in parallel to the IH treatment, the latter closely mimicking the oxygen profile seen in OSA patients, with tight control of other parameters such as temperature or carbon dioxide tension, and thus, this model has overcome many limitations associated with previous descriptions (15). Additional important information has also been provided by human models of IH, particularly gaining insight into responses to short-term IH. Tamisier et al. described a system where healthy volunteers sleep in hypoxic tents with oscillations in oxygen saturation induced by intermittently administering supplemental oxygen via a nasal cannula (16). So far, usage of these models is limited by the cost- and labour-intensive nature of these experiments but will likely increase in the future. However, animal studies will remain indispensable in the field.

Over the last 3 decades, IH models have provided corroborating support of the important role of this feature in the development of numerous CVD in OSA. In rodents, IH induces a moderate elevation in blood pressure, starting 5 to 8 days after the onset of IH and usually plateauing even after long exposures of 90 days (12,17-20). The blood pressure elevation persists even after cessation of the stimulus and is independent of the carbon dioxide levels (12,20,21). Importantly, these findings have been reproduced in humans and healthy volunteers exposed to 14 nights of IH experienced an elevation in daytime blood pressure which normalized after 5 days of recovery from the treatment (22). Furthermore, in a cross-sectional analysis of over 11,000 subjects of the European Sleep Apnoea Database (ESADA) cohort, the oxygen desaturation index as principal severity marker of IH proofed to be significantly more predictive of prevalent hypertension in OSA patients than the AHI (11). Collectively, these data indicate that IH likely contributes to the development of hypertension in OSA.

There is also fast-growing evidence that IH plays an important part in the development of vascular consequences associated with this condition ranging from vascular dysfunction over early atherosclerotic changes to established plaque formation. Treatment of C57BL/6J wild-type mice with IF for as short as 2 weeks resulted in structural vascular remodelling of the aorta characterized by increased intima-media thickness (23). However, established atherosclerosis in response to IH in this mouse strain only occurred after long-term (12 week) exposure and in the presence of a high-cholesterol diet, indicating that the IH-induced atherogenic process is amplified in the presence of other risk factors (24). These findings have been reproduced in atherosclerosis-prone apolipoprotein E deficient (ApoE−/−) mice with studies demonstrating that IH accelerates the course of atherosclerosis which is further potentiated with a high-cholesterol diet (25,26). In support of the atherogenic potential of IH, Makarenko et al demonstrated, using a cell-culture approach, a disruption of the endothelial barrier function in response to IH treatment which was not observed in control cells exposed to alternating cycles of normoxia (27). In keeping with clinical data, there is also substantial evidence that IH induces vascular functional changes which precede the atherosclerotic process and both, endothelium-dependent impairment of vasodilation and increased vasoconstrictor response have been demonstrated (19,28,29). Endothelin-1 (ET-1) appears to play a major role in this process. IH increases plasma and tissue levels of ET-1 in animals and treatment with the dual endothelin-receptor antagonist bosentan prevents the IH-induced vascular remodelling (30-32). The detrimental cardiovascular effects of chronic IH also extend to the heart. In rats, IH has been demonstrated to increase the susceptibility to myocardial infarction, to enlarge infarct size and to enhance the...
incidence of ischemic arrhythmias (33-35). Beyond these acute consequences, IH has also shown to lead to cardiac remodelling with biventricular hypertrophy, cardiac fibrosis, dilatation and decreased stroke volume and hence, lending mechanistic insight into the development of heart failure in OSA (28,36-39).

In summary, despite the limitations of the models as described above, these data provide overwhelming support that IH is likely the most detrimental factor responsible for the cardiovascular pathogenesis in OSA.

**Recurrent arousals**

Recurrent arousals are a characteristic feature in OSA leading to sleep fragmentation and subsequent excessive daytime sleepiness as the most debilitating daytime symptom in these patients. Their occurrences depend on the arousal threshold of the individual subject but typically, arousals arise as a result of the interrupted ventilation with subsequent hypoxia, hypercapnia and increased respiratory effort in order to restore ventilation. The arousals are associated with repetitive substantial blood pressure rises as high as 80 mmHg (40,41). However, whether these oscillations in blood pressure contribute to the development of systemic arterial hypertension or vascular disease is still under debate. In a dog model, repetitive upper airway closures during sleep for up to 3 months induced the development of hypertension which however was not seen in response to recurrent arousals induced by acoustic stimuli (20). Similarly, sleep fragmentation through recurrent acoustic stimuli for 35 days did not provoke blood pressure increases in rats (42). However, Launois et al. compared the hemodynamic responses of respiratory and non-respiratory arousals in a porcine model and found, that only respiratory arousals led to blood surges providing a potential explanation to the discrepancy in the result of these studies (43). In addition, long term exposure to sleep fragmentation (12 weeks) induced by intermittent tactile stimulation initiated the development of mild hypertension, endothelial dysfunction and early structural vascular changes in C57Bl/6J mice (44). Consequently, recurrent arousals play likely an additive role in the pathophysiology of CVD in OSA, but the detailed contribution of this triggering factor requires further translational studies.

**Intrathoracic pressure swings**

Each forced inspiration against the occluded airway during an apnoea episode creates a large negative intrathoracic pressure. These repetitive pressure changes result in elevated venous return with right ventricular overload. Furthermore, the lower intracardiac pressure relative to the extrathoracic structures induces an increase in the afterload of the left ventricle with impaired systolic and diastolic function and chronic stretch of the left atrium (45-47). Simulating OSA by recurrent Mueller manoeuvres in healthy subjects has been used as a model to study the chronic cardiovascular consequences of these pressure swings and studies have shown a potential involvement of this factor in the pathogenesis of aortic dilatation or heart failure (48). Intrathoracic pressure swings seem particularly relevant for the occurrence of atrial fibrillation in OSA. Studies in pigs and humans have suggested that the atrial distension may result in electrophysiological alterations with subsequent induction of atrial premature beats and atrial fibrillation (49,50). Notably, the arrhythmogenic electrophysiological changes in response to intrathoracic pressure swings are not altered by antiarrhythmic drugs such as amiodarone or sotalol explaining, at least in part, the limited efficacy of such medications in patients with OSA (51,52).

Taken together, the main characteristic features of OSA-IH, recurrent arousals and intrathoracic pressure swings are all likely contributing to the pathogenesis of CVD. Although described here separately, they occur simultaneously and are closely interrelated. As a net result, they trigger various intermediate pathophysiological pathways which will be reviewed in the following section.

**Intermediate mechanisms linking OSA and CVD**

**Sympathetic activation**

Several studies have provided evidence of sympathetic excitation in patients with OSA. Three decades ago, Fletcher et al observed increased urinary catecholamine levels in OSA patients in comparison to control subjects and a significant fall following tracheostomy (53). Further studies have since confirmed elevated catecholamine levels both in plasma and urine of OSA patients (54,55) and several randomized-controlled trials have demonstrated a significant fall with CPAP therapy (56,57). Using microneurography as a more direct measurement of sympathetic nervous system activity, Somers et al demonstrated increased muscle sympathetic nervous activity (MSNA) during wakefulness in OSA versus obese
controls (58). MSNA also correlated with noradrenaline levels (59) and treatment with CPAP therapy significantly lowered MSNA (60).

Good support for the role of sympathetic overactivity in the pathogenesis of hypertension in OSA has been provided by experimental studies and IH and recurrent arousals are likely the principal initiators. In rats, blood pressure increase in response to chronic IH is accompanied by elevation in catecholamine levels (61,62) and moreover, pharmacological and surgical blockade of the sympathetic nervous system abolishes the blood pressure increase (63,64). In an experimental model of healthy humans, 14 nights of IH led to increased MSNA mirroring the blood pressure rise (22). Regarding sleep fragmentation, selective blockage of the cardiac sympathetic innervation abolished increases in heart rate in response to acoustic arousals in a dog model (65). Furthermore, Taylor et al identified in a cohort of otherwise healthy subjects with a wide range of AHI the arousal index as strongest index of daytime muscle sympathetic activity (66).

**Inflammation**

The process of atherosclerosis throughout all stages is intimately linked to inflammation (67) and hence, not surprisingly, inflammatory processes are central in the pathogenesis of vascular diseases in OSA. IH has emerged as a potent inflammatory stimulus and thus, plays a major role in this process. Murine studies using C57Bl/6J wild-type or ApoE−/−-mice have demonstrated that atherosclerotic changes in response to IH are associated with vascular inflammation with infiltration of pro-inflammatory cells into the vascular wall, increased leucocyte rolling and increased expression of pro-inflammatory cytokines, chemokines and adhesion molecules (23,25,68). Systemic inflammation parallels these changes as evidenced by increased splenocyte proliferation and cytokine expression (23,25). Importantly, normoxic recovery reverses the systemic and vascular inflammation associated with early stages in the atherosclerotic process suggesting a potential therapeutic target (69).

Supported by numerous cell culture and animal studies, activation of nuclear factor-kappa B (NF-κB), the master transcriptional regulator of inflammatory responses, is central in the IH-induced inflammation (70-72) and appears to be mediated through the p38 mitogen-activated protein kinase (MAPK) pathway (73-75). NF-κB activation has also been demonstrated in harvested endothelial cells from OSA subjects correlating with endothelial dysfunction in these subjects and findings improved with effective CPAP therapy (76). Furthermore, levels of circulating downstream products of NF-κB activation have been found to be increased in OSA patients versus controls and falling with CPAP therapy supporting the key role of this transcription factor in OSA-associated inflammation (10,77-79). The visceral adipose tissue has emerged as a potential source organ of pro-inflammatory mediators in OSA suggested by studies in vivo and in vitro demonstrating that IH induces a pro-inflammatory phenotype of the adipose tissue (15,80-82). However, further translational studies are required to determine the detailed role of this organ in vascular inflammation in OSA.

**Oxidative stress**

Oxidative stress ensues when the generation of reactive oxygen species (ROS) exceeds the capacity of cellular antioxidant mechanisms to eliminate them. At low or moderate concentrations, ROS play a key role in the regulation of various cell functions and biological processes. At higher levels, however, ROS may lead to oxidative stress and subsequent cell damage (83,84). Substantial evidence arising predominantly from cell culture and animal studies links oxidative stress to the pathogenesis of endothelial dysfunction and atherosclerosis mainly through disruption of the vasoprotective nitric oxide (NO) axis and by mediating vascular inflammation (85). The contribution of oxidative stress to CVD in OSA has been hypothesised for several years. The repetitive episodes of hypoxia, followed intermittently by rapid reoxygenation could be considered analogous to reperfusion injury which is known to inflict cell damage through ROS production (86). Several animal studies have demonstrated that IH leads to surges of ROS and lipid peroxidation and suggested the contribution of these processes to CVD (87-90). However, the contribution of oxidative stress to cardiovascular perturbations in the human condition of OSA still remains controversial. There is an abundance of cross-sectional studies which have evaluated the association of OSA with oxidative stress markers including among others F2-isoprostanes, Malondialdehyde (MDA) or oxidized low-density lipoprotein (oxLDL) and have yielded conflicting results (8,91,92). Differences in the subject numbers, matching
and inclusion criteria have been among the factors responsible for the discrepancy. Furthermore, a recent study suggested an independent relationship between sleep deprivation and oxidative stress markers which may have influenced previous studies (93). Moreover, the effect of CPAP therapy on markers of oxidative stress remains uncertain and several randomized controlled trials failed to show benefit (94-96). However, the reasonably short treatment of up to 8 weeks in most of the studies may have been a limiting factor. Few studies have also evaluated the potential role of antioxidant treatment in OSA with promising results but this subject needs to be explored further using large randomized controlled trials (92).

**Metabolic dysregulation**

There is compelling evidence that OSA is associated with metabolic dysfunction and components of the metabolic syndrome, such as insulin resistance (IR), abnormal lipid metabolism or visceral adiposity, and these perpetuations may further contribute to cardiovascular disease processes in OSA. This topic has been subject to detailed reviews (97,98). In brief, there is a particular focus on the relationship between OSA and alterations in glucose metabolism and a large stream of community-based and clinical studies have demonstrated a link of OSA with IR, T2D and glycaemic control. IH plays a key role in the pathogenesis and numerous experimental studies using animal and in vitro models have identified a detrimental effect of IH on glucose metabolism (15,80,81,99). There are several potential mechanisms by which IH mediates its effect on glucose metabolic dysfunction which collectively result in pancreatic β-cell dysfunction and in IR in the insulin target organs liver, skeletal muscle and adipose tissue (82,100). The latter appears of special importance as IH induces a pro-inflammatory phenotype of the visceral adipose tissue with polarization of adipose tissue macrophages towards an M1 pro-inflammatory subtype, upregulation and secretion of numerous pro-inflammatory adipokines and subsequent impairment of the insulin-signalling pathway, changes which bear a striking similarity to adipose tissue dysfunction seen in obesity (15,80,81). In addition, sleep fragmentation and sleep deprivation are also linked to metabolic dysfunction and laboratory studies support the assumption that short sleep alters the hormonal regulation of food intake by increasing levels of the appetite-stimulant hormone ghrelin, and by reducing levels of the suppressor leptin, leading to the subjective feeling of hunger with consequent increased caloric intake (101). Furthermore, Gozal et al. revealed a direct effect of sleep fragmentation on adipose tissue inflammation with oxidative stress as the potential mediating mechanism (102).

Similar to cardiovascular diseases (CVD), the benefit of CPAP therapy on metabolic outcomes is still uncertain. Several randomized controlled trials including mainly morbidly obese patients have been performed and have yielded differing results (103-106). However, the methodology of these studies varied significantly in terms of subject numbers, duration of treatment and compliance with CPAP. Treatment seems to be more beneficial to glycemic health in non-obese subjects and improvement in IR with CPAP in obese subjects is unlikely to be expected without concomitant weight loss (94).

**Conclusions and future directions**

OSA has evolved as a major public health concern mainly attributed to its significant link with cardiovascular morbidity and mortality. The benefit of CPAP therapy on cardiovascular outcomes remains uncertain. Hence, there is a clear demand of a greater understanding of the detailed pathophysiological mechanisms. Models of OSA characteristics, including animal, cell culture and human models have greatly contributed to our current knowledge and have identified that IH, recurrent arousals and to a lesser extent intrathoracic pressure swings are central in CVD processes through activation of an array of intermediate pathways including sympathetic activation, inflammation, oxidative stress, metabolic dysregulation and mechanical stress (Figure 2). Furthermore, obesity as a frequent concomitant condition is OSA is likely exacerbating the deleterious effects of these triggering factors. However, the relative contribution of the triggering factors, the complex interactions between the different pathophysiological pathways in OSA and the potentially synergistic effects with obesity are still poorly understood. Thus, there is an urgent demand for translational studies which investigate these pathways and factors in combination. Such studies will be critical to identify potential novel therapeutic strategies and to guide the design of future large randomized controlled trials in OSA subjects.
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Figure 2  Potential mechanisms of CVD in OSA. CVD, cardiovascular diseases; OSA, obstructive sleep apnoea; LV, left ventricle; LA, left atrium.
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